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ABSTRACT 

The Mossbauer effect of Fe57 in the metalloprotein Ferrichrome A (FA) 

has been investigated at temperatures between 0.98 and 300°K; in some cases 

the absorber was placed in an external field of 18 kOe, oriented perpendicular 

to the propagation direction. The polycrystalline paramagnetic sample exhibited 

temperature-, field- and concentration-dependent magnetic hyperfine structure. 

At 0.98°K in zero field, a well resolved six-line spectrum was observed. As the 

temperature was raised, the pattern coalesced until at 300°K only a single broad 

non-Lorentzian line was visible. The effect of an applied field was, at all 

0 
temperatures, to noticeably sharpen the hfs pattern; and at 77 K or below eight 

lines were easily resolved. 

Changes of the spectra with temperature and field are attributed to 

electronic relaxation, and a simple model is used to calculate relaxation spectra. 

The model employs the modified Bloch equations as rate equations to describe 

fluctuaU.ons of an effective hyperfine field. The iron-iron separation 
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was increased by dilution of some of the samples in ethyl alcohol. As is well 

known from ESR work, spin-spin interactions decrease on dilution: a sharpening 

of the spectrum resulted. The importance of using soluUons in studying Mtissbauer 

3+ 
spectra of biologically interesting Fe compounds is demonstrated. 

Some of the consequences of paramagnetic hyperfine interactions for 

Mossbauer spectroscopy are discussed. Differences between the effective hyper-

=' =' 
fine field and the interaction AI·S are noted, as are certain analogies between 

Mossbauer and optical spectroscopy, under the Af·Sinteraction. From previous 

ESR work the electronic spin Hamiltonian for FA was found to be of the form 

D[S
2
-l/3 S(S+l)] + E[S

2 -s2
]. Rather complex b,yperfine spectra are predicted 

Z X y 

for Fe3+'with this spin Hamiltonian, and representative spectra are illustrated. 

It is shown that these spectra, expected in the absence of spin-spin interaction, 

would be sufficient to determine the ratio, E/D, of the spin Hamiltonian param-

eters; this illustrates the complementary nature of ESR and Mtissbauer spectra 

of the same system. 

,. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The application of many physical techniques to biological problems has 

been increasingly fruitful in recent years. Magnetic resonance methods have 

enjoyed wide application, while the Mossbauer effect (ME) has only recently 

begun to be employed in the study of biological systems.
1

-3 A characteristic 

.of magnetic resonance phenomena is their sensitivity to time-dependent processes 

affecting the fields responsible for the resonance conditions. Such effects 

are of course also present in ME experiments, although they have not been ob-

4-6 
served frequently. In this paper we report the M1:5ssbauer spectra of ferri-

chrome A (FA), which exhibits magnetic hyperfine structure in the paramagnetic 

state. Under a number of circumstances it is possible to observe the effects 

on these Mossbauer spectra of changes in the fluctuation rates among the elec- · 

tronic levels responsible for the magnetic hyperfine interaction. 

Hyperfine interactions occur in three electronic crystal-field states 

of the Fe3+ ion. These states, arising from the Fe3+ ground level 
6s

512
, were 

characterized in previous ESR work. They are spaced by about one degree K.
7 

It is convenient to lower the sample temperature so that only the lowest elec-

tronic doublet is appreciably populated, and is thereby mainly responsible for 

the observed hyperfine structure discussed in Sec. III. This spectrum is, as 

shown in Sec. IV, very sensitive to the crystal-field parameter ratio E/D. The 

parameters D and E could in principle be derived from a high resolution spectrum 

if dipolar or exchange interactions were absent. 

The conditions under which the "hyperfine field" approximation may be 

applied. to paramagnetic samples are also discussed in Sec. IV. One result is 

that for paramagnetic samples with long electronic relaxat:Lon -U.mes, crystal-

field effects may often render inappropriate the interpretation of M1:5ssbauer 
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·spectra in terms of an effective magnetic field plus quadrupole interaction. 

These ideas are then applied in Sec. V to the low-temperature FA spectra. 

Temperature-dependent features of the spectra are attributed to elec-

tronic relaxation, which is discussed in Sec. VI. A simple model, based on 

the modified Bloch equations, is used to calculate theoretical spectra that 

compare well with experiment and provide an estimate of the relaxation time. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The structural formula of ferrichrome A appears in Fig. l. It was 

8 
first isolated and characterized by Neilands and Emory. We are indebted to 

Prof. J. B. Neilands of the Biochemistry Department of the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley for bringing these compounds to our attention. The isola-

tion and purification of the materials were performed in Prof. Neilands' 

laboratory by the methods described in Ref. 9. Iron, enriched to 90% Fe
57, 

was incorporated into the molecules by Dr. R. A. J. Warren. The M~ssbauer 

spectra were obtained with a conventional velocity-scanning spectrometer, in 

conjunction with a multichannel analyzer operating in the multiscalar mode. 

The room temperature source consisted of 10 millicuries of co57 diffused into 

metallic Pd. The width of the resonance observed with this source against an 

absorber of Na
4
Fe(CN)

6 
was 0.25 mm/sec. 

0 
The FA spectra were measured at several temperatures from 1.0 K to 

300°K in zero field and in a transverse magnetic field of 18 -kOe. A commercial 

helium dewar was modified to permit direct immersion of the sample into the 

0 . 0 
:I:Lquid. He bath for measurements 1n the temperature region from 4.2 K to 1.0 K. 

·,; 
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_This was accomplished by replacing the usual cylindrical He tail section with 

a rectangular pipe made from 3/4 X 3/8 inch waveguide. Holes were bored into 

the broad walls of the tubing and covered with pieces of 0.010 inch mylar which 

were bonded to the brass tubing by epoxy resin. The mylar sections were leak-

tight against He(II) and provided a relatively transparent material for the 

14-keV gamma rays. As the sample was completely contained in the liquid He its 

temperature was known with high accuracy from vapor pressure thermometry. We 

have found this procedure far more satisfactory than conduction cooling. 

For temperatures intermediate between 4.2°K and 77°K we employed the 

technique of blowing cold He gas over the sample: A resistance thermometer, 

calibrated at several fixed temperatures, formed one arm of a Wheatstone bridge 

whose output, after suitable power amplification, was applied to a heater re-

sistor immersed in the He storage dewar. The end of the He transfer tube 

within the storage dewar permitted only the He gas to be transferred to the 

sample dewar. Each desired operating temperature was selected by suitable 

choice of the bridge resistance. The system operated as a simple servomech-

anism, power being supplied to the heater resistor in just the correct amount 

to maintain the sensing resistor at the selected value. At temperatures above 

10-12°K relatively modest quantities of liquid He were consumed; for lower 

·temperatures the demand increased rapidly. The temperature accuracy above 

4.2°K was ±2° while the temperature stability was somewhat better. A trans-

verse magnetic field was'provided by a 12" electromagnet. 

The Mossbauer spectrometer was of the conventional linear velocity 

type employing a 400-channel analyzer. A tuning-fork oscillator operating at 

5.0 Kc/s provided the "address advance" pulses for multiscaler operation. These 

pulses, scaled by a factor of four hundred, provided the pulses which initiated 
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each sweep of the multiscaler and set a flip-flop to one of its two states. 

Another pulse) scaled by 200 from the clock) set the flip-flop to its other 

state. The flip-flop output) a symmetric square wave) was then integrated to 

provide the reference triangular wave form for the velocity sweep and was ac-

curately coherent with the address numbers. A Sanborn LV-Syn linear velocity 

transducer) mechanically coupled to the diaphragm of the loud:...speaker drive 

motor provided, the input signal for the requisite feedback to assure highly. 

linear velocity sweeps. While the latter feature is esthetically pleasing it 

was not required for reasons discussed below. 

The velocity transducer was calibrated absolutely by an interferometric 

method as follows. A Michelson interferometer was formed with a fixed mirror 

rigidly attached to the beam splitter and the second mirror rigidly attached to 

the sample holder mounted on the loudspeaker. By careful adjustment of the 

angle between the two mirrors .an interference pattern was formed and .illuminated 

a photo detector. It is easy to show that the rate at which fringes are formed 

and lost) or the frequency at which fringes pass a fixed position) is equal to 

twice .the velocity of the mirror divided by the wavelength of light. For the 
,, 

source of illumination we employed a small He:Ne gas laser. With this light 

source (the operating wavelength is 6328 A), a velocity of ohe em/ sec P:t;'Oduces 

a Doppler frequency of 31.6055 Kc/s. The photo detector was a Texas Instru-

ments LS-600 phototransistor. The signals emanating from the phototransistor 

.were suitably shaped and passed to the multiscaler. With the timing and velocity 

servomechanism operating normally) pulses from the interferometer were 'collected 

in the multiscaler memory for a measured period o,f time. The resultant wave-

form eollected in the analyzer was a rectified triangular wave; the interferometer 

I 

f 

\1 
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- -cannot- -d~s-tinguish posit-ive-and-negat·i-ve-veiociti-es-.-The-number of pulses in 

each channel, suitably corrected for analyzer dead·time, therefore corresponded 

to a particular easily calculable velocity. 
-, 

For calibrating the electromagnetic velocity transducers it is conven-

,-

ient to convert their output voltage into a proportional pulse rate with a 

voltage-to-frequency converter and apply these pulses to the multichannel scaler. 

These voltage-to-frequency converters are highly linear, accurately calibrated 

in output pulse r~te versus input voltage, and are stable; they may be designed 

to operate with either a zero output frequency or a biased output frequency for 

zero input voltage. Two runs of equal time, one of the interferometer and one 

with the v-f converter provide all the data necessary for calibrating the trans-

ducer; it is necessary only to determine the ratio of counts, on a channel-by-

·channel basis and apply .the requisite conversion factors. A simple computer 

program plots the interferometer data versus the v-f data and computes the 

transducer calibration in (cny'sec)/volt. We have compared calibrations arrived 

at in this manner for at least six LVSyns with the more conventional method of 

employing the Moss bauer spectrum of metallic 'iron and find good agreement with 

the spacing between the outermost lines in the spectrum of Fe metal given by 

10 
6 

- I _ 11 
Hanna, et al., i.:e., 1.061 em/sec. Our value is 1.0 5 em sec. 

_An experiment consists of the actual Mossbauer run, after which the 

data are punched out on paper tape, followed by a v-f run with the velocity 

spectrometer operating. Finally the velocity is set to zero and the zero-

voltage v-f frequency is accumulated for exactly the same length of time as 

"'· the v-f run. This last run serves to identify accurately the channel corre-

sponding to zero velocity and as a normaltzj_ng run for the v-f run. A com-

]Juter proe;ram aJso analyzes the velocj_ty waveform, accumulated with the v-f 
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converter, fits the resu~ting curve with a :polynomial of arbitrary degree and, 

using the calibration value for the velocity transducer, converts the channel 

numbers to velocities on ah absolute scale. 

We are indebted to Mr. Ronald Zane, who developed the spectrometer. 

Detailed technical descriptions of this apparatus and the interferometric cali-

12 
bration :procedure will appear elsewhere. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

. The velocity spectra obtained with ferrichrome A in ze,ro external field 

are shown in Fig. 2. Here :positive velocity corresponds to absorber motion 

toward the source. Atroom temperature, a single broad line of half-width 

f = 0.30 ± 0.02 em/sec was observed. Although this width :prevents observation 

of quadrupole splitting, an isomer shift of 0.02 em/sec was determined; this 

shift is characteristic of Fe3+ and is consistent with chemical evidence and 

electron spin resonance data. As the temperature was lowered, a continuous 

change in the spectra occurred, and at the lowe·st temperature the :pattern 

consisted of six broad hyperfine lines. 

To demonstrate that the samples were not magnetically ordered ai:id did 
' 

. not contain sizable quantities of magnetic impurities we· :performed three inde-

:pendent ex:peri.ments which showed the samples to be :paramagnetic down at least 

0 
to 1 K. Electron spin resonance experiments at 9 Gc were :performed over the 

temperature range from 300°K dovtn to 1 °K. 7 The spectra were at all t'emperatures 

. 3+ 
characteristic of F~ and exhibited neither an unusual signal intensity nor any 

change .of llne posj_tJ.ons which would be expected to occur upon magnetic ordering. 

, 
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The bulk magnetic susceptibility of a crude sample of FA was measured 

. 4 0 0 as a function of temperature from .2 K down to 1.0 K and was found to obey a 

Curie's Law over this region. The mutual inductance bridge used for this meas-

urement forms the magnetic thermometer for the nuclear alignment experiments 

performed in this laboratory and since it was a simple matter to do adiabatic 

demagnetization such an experiment was performed on a sample of Ferrichrome A. 

·This experiment was modestly successful; the lowest magnetic temperature achieved 

0 0 
was about 0.1 K. This implies that the FA is paramagnetic even well below l K. 

Low-temperature experiments were also performed with an external field._, 

of 18 kOe transverse to the -y-ray direction. The results of the measurements. 

are shown in Fig. 3. Because the sample was polycrystalline the actual absorp-

tion is an envelope of many resonances. The problem here is similar to the 

case of line shapes in the ESR of polycrystalline samples. We have, 'however, 

made the assumption that at 18 kOe the absorber is well polarized (this means 

that the nuclear-spin Hamiltonian is essentially diagonalized: see Sec. IV) 

and have fitted the data with sets of Lorentz curves. The procedure employed 

a program written by L. D. Wilson. The conclusions drawn from this ·?-Pproxima-

tion are suggestive rather than .rigorous. 

0 
The qualitative features of the data show that at T ~ l K a very well 

resolved pattern is found. As the temperature is raised, two effects become 

pronounced. First, a noticeable broade0ing of the resolved lines occurs. 

Second, the resonant intensity in the central part of the spectrum increases 

markedly. We shall show in later sections that the former effect is charac-

teristic of relaxation process, while the latter indicates the thermal population 

of the exd. ted Kramers' doublets of the ion. 
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Finally) we show in Fig. 4 that the resolution of the low temperature 

spectrum may be sharpened considerably upon physical separation of the mole-

cules by dilution in alcohol) and freezing of the solution into a glass. Dilu-

. 4 
tion effects have also been observed in lron-doped corundum and in certain 

13 14 
glasses and inorganic compounds. ' The effect here of course is to reduce 

spin-spin interaction and increase electronic relaxation times. 

The line positions observed both in zero field and in the presence of 

an external magnetic field (where they are well-resolved) are given in Table I. 

While one would normally interpret this. spectrum in terms of "hyperfine mag-

netic field" and quadrupole coupling parameters if tp:e sample Wf=re in an 1 ordered 

state? such a"procedure is often inapplicable to .a paramagnetic substance. We 

therefore discuss the Mt5s,sbauer effect in paramagnets in the next section before 

applying the results to the present experiments. 

IV. HYPERFINE FIELDS AND Mt5SSBAUER SPECTRA 

A. The Spin Hamiltonian 

The FA spectra reported above are quite similar) at the lowest t~mpera

tures, to the ordinary 6-line sp~ctrum that Fe57 exhibits in many ordered sys-

terns. In these systems a simplified nuclear spin Hamiltonian describesthe 

level sequence in the presence of an "effective hyperfine.field"J Heff' In a 

paramagnet) however) no simple analogue of Heff need exist and we must instead 

employ a more general Hamiltonian which also includes electron spin operators. 

15 
It is appropriate to use the well-known "spin Hamiltonian" technique of ESR) 

and we discuss below its application to Mt5ssbauer spectroscopy. 
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A common spin Hamiltonian for a high spin Fe+3 ion in low symmetry is 

}(TOT = }(Zeeman + J{CF + J:!mhf + J:.!Q + }iN + W 

where 

Ji 
Zeeman 

(l) 

J:! == Y·A~ 
mhf 

= ToP·Y 

The various operators represent the electronic Zeeman, crystal field, 

magnetic and electric hyperf:Lne and nuclear Zeeman interactions. The constants 

3+ 
involved here all have their usual meanings and S = 5/2 for Fe . Another term. 

not usually explicitly present in spin Hamiltonians is the constant vl which 

denotes the shift in energy of a nuclear state and arises from its finite nuclear 

16 
volume. 

: 

In a Mossbauer absorption experiment there is, for a given chemical en-

vironment, a separ~te Hamiltonian, with (in general) different W, I, gN' A, and 

P, for each nuclear level. The centroid of the absorption pattern is given by 

the isomer shift 5Ej··' which falls at 

E = (W' -W') - (W -W ) 
ex g sou~ce ex g. abso~ber 

(2) 

where the prime notation allows for different chemical enviromoents :in source 

Ll 3+ 6 
and absorber. We have written J4 to apply to Fe. s

512 
in a particular 
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crystalline field. The form of ~· is somewhat different for other ions or en

vironments,17 but the application to MC:5ssbauer spectroscopy will be adequately 

illustrated by this form. 

An eigenstate ?fl. 
l 

of JJ may be written in the (2S+l)(2I+l)-dimensional 

direct-product representation jSMim) as 

<j;. 
l 

2: a. (Mm) I SMim) 
l 

M,m 
(3) 

. The c.oefficients are of course functionally dependent on all the parameters in· 

~. The eigenstates <j;. 
l 

can be rather strong admixtures of the basis vectors 

·and it is worth not~.ng that, for a y-ray transition between nu~lear states with 

spins I and I', the:re are (2S+l)
2

(2I+l)(2I'+l)pof?sible components. The sym-

metry of the Hamiltonian and angular momentum selection rules will usually re-

·duce this number substantially, but even for the FA case discussed below, as 

many as 16 separate lines, rather than the usual 6, are possible. 

The transi t:lon selection rules are DM. = 0 and L;m :::_ k, 1-ihere k is the 

rank of the tensor operator ~k describing the nuclear transition. The transi-

tion matrix element is then 

* . . . . . . 
2: a (M,m)a(M',m'}(I'm'kqjim)f (e)· 

M' ,M . q 

m' ,m 

( 4) 

Application of this equation gives a complete description of the Mt1ssbauer 

spectrum, wbich consists of components each with 1ntensity \(<j;'jl~~~<j;i).\ 2 
at 



.. 
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and with the usual polarization implied by This is the 

static hyperfine pattern expected for long electronQc relaxation times and in 

the absence of any fluctuating local fields. 

B. Magnetic Hyperfine Structure and Hyperfine Fields 

The ~mhf term in ~OT often gives rise to a hfs pattern that may be 

characterized by a "hyperfine magnetic field". This simply means that a new) 

nuclear) spin Hamil toni an of the form ~I = gNf3r(l~f. r. may be defined) where 

~f is a well-defined constant vector. ~mhf must) in these cases, be of the 

form A(S )I .. This· is) of course, a quite restrictive form that need not hold 
z z 

-in general; the problem of the actual form of ~mhf has been discussed in some 

However) it is useful to work through a few representative cases 

here, since no previous discussion has dealt in detail with the problem of para-

magnetic hfs in Mossbauer spectra; 

Since the hyperfine interaction is often much smaller than the crystal 

field interaction) we diagonalize first those terms in ~TOT depending oh s' 
-7 

but not I: ~ + ~ 
CF Zeeman 

neglecting Hhf' The problem is next restricted to 

a cOnsideration of one of these (possibly degenerate) electronic energy levels 

at a time. For a non-degenerate electronic s'tate with ~ = 0 there is no hyper-

. fine field. For degenerate levels an e-ffective spin S 1 is defined such that 

(2S 1 +1) is the degeneracy of the leve1.
19 

It is then necessary to define a 

new operator within the manifold spanned by ftr a~d I, i.n order to describe the 

cf:rcr.:-t.:. of l:.i'Jr: hy_petf:Ln.0-: :i.nt.e:r~~tction. 'J'h:i.E> is cotlvent:i.onall.Y ·w·.ri.tten a::; 

J{(o 1 ·1··) 
0 '.-

A' 8 1 1 + A1 S 1 I + A1 S 1 I 
Z Z Z X X y y y 

( 5) 
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where the Aj_ depend on the crystal field parameters.as well as on A in :Bmhf. 

(We shall assume that the actual electronic wave functions (represented by 

fictitious spin S 1
) are spanned by a single Y multiplet of the free-ion ground 

term; in this case J = 5/2.) 

Ji may be effectively diagonalized in the IS 1M1 Im) representat~on by 

application of a polarizing field, ff , which may take the form of an externally 
p 

applied magnetic field or, in a ferromagnetic lattice, the molecular (Weiss) 

field .. If this field is taken along the z-axis, for example, large diagonal 

elements of the form 

(S 1 M 1 Imlg 1 ~H 8 1 IS 1M1 Im) 
z p z 

.. 2 
.z:l a. (SM) I gJ~MH 
M l . . p 

(6) 

result (here gJ is the Lande g factor associated w-ith S = J). In addition 

there is the direct interaction of the nucleus with H :i.e. , gN~NH I .. ·. In paramag-. p . . p z 

nets the latter term is ~vershadowed by the electron-nuclear hyperfine inter-

action which in turn, however, generally satisfies the relation g 1 ~H >>A ,A ,A . 
z p X Y· z 

The resulting level spacing leads to the definition of an internal hyperfine 

field. In the high field limit and in the absence of mixing of crystal-field 

states, there are 28 1 +1 groups of 2I+l states each (if the Zeeman energy is 

large compared to· the crystal-field energy, there are 2J+l such groups, and 

the discussion that follows is applicable with only notational changes). The 

groups are separated by the electronic Zee:rnan energy and may be con-

sidered separately. Within each group the 2I+l nuclear substates are ordered 

and labeled by I 
z 

and are equally spaced by 

A I (S I) + g ~ H 
z z N N p 

( 7) 
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This spacing is formally equivalent to the interaction of the nuclear moment 

with an effective magnetic field of magnitude 

(8) 

We have considered only the magnitude of the effective field and a 

different value would in ·general have been obtained had H 
p 

been directed 

along the x or y axes. In our simple case the net field at the nucleus 

is collinear with H 
p 

However it is easily shown that for a general orienta-

tion of H with respect to the crystalline axes the nuclear quantization 
p 

20 
direction often differs from that of H . The.M~ssbauer effect offers a par-

p 

-ticularly direct method of demonstrating this effect although no such experiments 

have been reported. 

We now treat systematically the various possibilities for zero-field 

hfs arising from }~( S ',I). It is useful to rewrite the operator in the form 

(dropping the prime notation) 

A +A A -A 

Jcl (S,I) AzSziz + ¥ [s+I_+s_I+J + ¥ [s+I++s_I_] (9) 

There are four significantly different cases: 

Case l. Uniaxial Symmetry, A >>A =A ~ 0 
Z X y 

This case often occurs in the rare earths and the iron group. It ap-

pears in crystal nelds with "axial" symmetry ({ = 0 for M /= 0 in the rare 

earths, or D /= O, E = 0 iri Eq. (l)). Equation (~) leads to a set of 21+1 e~1ully 

c:pacnd clm.iblets with ej_genfunct:Lons and the Mtlssbauer spectrum is 

. 21 57 
sim:Llar to a hyperfine field spectrum. For Fe this case was observed in 
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In the common case S = l/2 and for dipole transitions the selection rule 

AF = 0, ±1 applies. For Fe
57 

with I 3/2 and I = l/2, a three-line spec-
e g 

trurn is expected at energies bf 3/4 A l/4 A , 3/4 A - 5/4 A , and -5/4 
· e g g e 

A + l/4 A , with relative intensities 5:1:2. This is a simple example of an 
e g ' 

asymmetric hfs spectrum arising from an isotropic effective hfs interaction. 

The "hyperfine field" in this case (defined by application of a polarizing field, 

as above) is independent of the direction of polarizing field and has the mag-

nitude AS/gN~N. It is interesting that the total distance between the outside 

lines for the case of Fe 57 is 2IA I+ lA I, which is larger than the 
e g 

splitting 

expected in a large external field: 3/21Ael+l/21Ag·l· If E. and N. denote the 
1 . l 

energy and intensity of the ith component, we may determine the isomer shift 

from the sum rule 

oE L: E.N. 
l 1 

The traceless interaction terms AT·~ do not shift this centroid, as may 

( ll) 

easily be verified by direct substitution for the three components considered 

here. 

Case 3: Axial Symmetry, A >> A =A . 
Z X y 

This is a very common case for rare earths in crystal fields with trig-

anal symmetry. We may write 

A 
}I (S, I) = AS I + 

2
x [ S I +S I ] . 

z z + - - + 
(12) 

For small A . , the second term may be treated a~> a perturbation, j_ntroducing 
X 

matrix elements of the form (W~l, m+liJ:l IMm) j_nto Case 1 above. For S = 1/2 

.. 
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and half-integer nuclear spin, the (4I+2)-dimensional representation, diagonal 

for Case I, may be factored into 2 diagonal elements (for J±l/2, ±I)) plus 

21 2 x 2-blocks. The doublet is split (linearly in A ) by 
X 

A ( I+l/2), while the remaining doublets I ±1j2, +m) and J ±1j2, +(m-l)) orig
x 

inally spaced equally on either side of J ±1j2, +1j2) are repelled (quadrat-

ically in A ) by (A
2

j4A ) [I(I+l) - m(m-l)]/(m-l/2) from their original positions. 
X X Z 

These pairs of doublets are spaced unsymmetrically with respect to the total hfs 

multiplet and do not include the J±l/2, ±I) doublet, which is unaffected (Fig.5). 

An asymmetric spectrum reflects this asymmetric level structure as 

.shown in Fig. 6. In every case the J ±1j2, ±Ig) to J ±l/2, ±Ie) transition will 

be unchanged from Case B, while its partners will be shifted, and, if either 

nuclear spin is l/2, unsplit. 
57 

In Fe , for example, one of the intense outer 

lines is split, while the other is unaffected. The largest splitting, 

\A \+2\A J occurs in the 6m = 0 transition connecting the outer com-
x,g x,e 

ponents of the two \±l/2, +1j2) states. In low resolution the ten-line pat-

tern could easily be mistaken for a six-; or seven"'.line ·pattern, and the asymmetry 

mistaken for a quadrupole interaction. 

Case 4: A >> A > A 
Z X y 

This situation will often occur in the iron group. J:i(S',I) is given 

by Eq. (9); the last term introduces matrix elements of the form 

(±l/2, m±1llil h/2, m). The doublet I ±1j2, ±l/2) is most strongly affected, 

being split by l/~(A -A )(I+l/2). By analogy to Case 3 those pairs of doublets 
. . X y . 

J ±1j2, ±m), J ±1j2, ±(m-l)) that are symmetrically disposed about J ±l/2, ±l/2) 

are repelled by 

(A -A )
2 

X y 
l6A . 

z 

I(I+l) - m(m-l) 
m-l/2 
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from their original positions: For Fe
57 

there will be 16 COIJ1pOnents. All the 

original lines are split, and the two original inner lines are each split into 

two doublets. This case is also illustrated in Figs. 5 ~nd 6. In Ta·ble II the 

shifts in energy of the various lines are set out. 

V. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

A. Zero-Field Spectra 

To analyze the data 0f Figs. 2-4 we apply the above arguments explicitly 

to the Hamilt6ni1an ]:{TOT ' defined in the previous section.. Truncation of ,}!TOT 

to 

JlCF 
2 I .2 2 

D[Sz-(1 3) S(S+l)] + E(S -S ) 
X y 

( 13) 

leads to three Kramers' doublets and, when :u 
mhf 

is allowed toperturb each of 

them separately, to three sets of hyperfine tensors. The three hf tensors 

depend on the ratio /1. = E/D and within a doublet we have Ax:Ay:Az = g·x:g/gz 

where the gi were the spectroscopic splj_tting factors for· the doublet. The 

latter were given as functions of A in Ref. 7. In Fig. 7 the variation of the 

hyperfine tensors with th.e parameter /1. are shown.. In Fig. 8 are shown the hfs 

spectra expected from eac'h of the doublets for selected values of /1.. 

It is clear from .Fig. 7 that some values of /1. exi$t for vhich all four 

case$ discussed in Eec. II.B above are possible. Doublet 2 gives the isotropic 

Case .2 for /1. = 1/3 and the uniaxial Case 1 for A= 0 (for which 1±) = 1±3/2)). 
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For 0 < ~ < l/3, doublet 2 follows Case 4, but Ax~ Ay_and it approaches Case 3. 

Doublet 3 is uniaxial (Case l) at ~ = 0. With increasing ~ it goes through Case 

3 to C9-se 4. At r. = l/3, doublets 3 and l are equivalent within a change of 

axes. As ~ decreases from l/3 to 0 in doublet l, A and A diverge and the 
X Z 

spectrum _is recognizable as Case 4. Finally, for ~ = 0, doublet l shows 

·a spectrum very different. from that expected in the effective hyperfine field 

approximation. 

From this discussion it is clear that a detailed study of the Mt5ssbauer 

hyperfine structure spectrum in the long relaxation time limit and for cases in 

which dipolar effects are negligible (see below) can completely determine A ' X 

A , A , and the ratio E/D. This high sensitivity to crystal-field parameters 
y z 

provides incentive to study iron-containing biological compounds at the lowest 

temperatures. 

It is immediately obvious on comparison of Figs. 2 and 8 that the experi-

mental spectra do not resemble the calculated spectra for any value of ~. There 

are nowhere in the data more than 8 resolvable lines and careful analysis shows 

that a maximum of six lines may be associated >vi t'h any one of the three elec-

tronic doublets. Four distinct effects are responsible for the differences: 

(l) dipolar interactions, (2) varied thermal populations of different levels, 

(3) quadrupole coupling, and (4) relaxation effects. 

Spin-spin interactions can easily diagonalize the AT. S interaction in 

·FA to "~Vithin the limits of experimental sensitivity, reducing the 16-line spec-

trum expected in the absence of spin-spin effects to a six-line spectrum. This 

is particularly easy to see in the case of FA, because the ground doublet has 

l;r >> . -'y r;, and, thus approximates a dipole vri th a reasonable well-defined 
'Z. 
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magnetic field. This situation may be contrasted with the case of the ground 

doublet with g 
X 

gy = 3gz occurring in Fe3+:Al
2

o
3

. Here there is "magnetiza-

tion in a plane'', and no simple dipole field approximation. is possible. 

. 0 

There are several Fe atoms within lO A of each resonant atom, and the 

spin-spin interaction with any one of these is of the order of -f.l
2
jr3

·= 2 x lo-
18 

erg. The off-diagonal elements of Af!·T in the lowest doublet are of the order 

of ASI, -2 X l0-
19 

ergs, and one can easily show by perturbation theory that they 

affect the positions of the hfs components by a fractional shift of order 

-·(A. SI.) 2 (tt 2
jr3 )-2 -- 10-2 . A l t . l . f h d. l . t ·- ~ comp e e numerlca analysls o · t e lpo ar ln er-

action problem would be very tedious, but it is evident that this estimate is 

·, 
an upper limit on the expected shift. The large number of statistical spin 

arrangements to be associated with the neighboring Fe atoms that can provide 

significant contributions to the spin-spin interaction, together with the ob-

served linewidth, preclude further study of this problem in undiluted samples. 

0 

Evideritly dilution to an average spin-spin separation of at least 20 A is re-

quired to allow effective observation of the more complex (and more informative) 

sixteen-line spectra. If this dilution is achieved by using solutions, molarities 

of 0.5 M or less are thus required. 

The effects of dilution _are illustrated in Fig. 4, where we have plotted 

the spectrum of a 0.1 M (frozen) solution of FA in ethanol. It is clear that 

dilution offers a simple technique for sharpening M8ssbauer lines. In a sample 

consisting of iron-organic complexes, dilution by solution in. an appropriate 

.solvent and freezing of the solution into a glass is particularly advantageous 

because the immediate environment of the iron atom is unlikely to be signifi-

cantly altered. 
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In Ref. 7 it -vras reported that the energy spacing between adjacent Stark 

doublets 
. 6 0 

derlved from the s
512 

manifold was of the order of magnitude of k(5 K), 

from the qualitative observation that relative intensities in the spin-:resonance 

0 
spectrum changed appreciably in the liquid helium temperature range l-4 K. A 

more accurate estimate was not feasible from these data, but from the zero-field 

. spectra shown in Fig. 2 we estimate that the two lowest doublets are separated 

0 
by k(l-1.5) K. 

In view of the above discussion it would appear at first sight unlikely 

that even the lowest temperature zero-field spectra (Fig. 2) could be fitted by 

a simple Hamiltonian of the form 

( 14) 

for the excited state and a similar expression (with P = 0) for the ground 

state. We have tested this Hamiltonian by forcing a fit, by allowing Hhf 

to vary between the ground and excited states. We find the isomer shift 

DE = +0.038 em/sec, P = 0.037 em/sec, Hhf (ground state) = 520 kgauss, 

Hhf (excited state) 545 kgauss. Of the 5% discrepancy in Hhf' only l% can 

be attributed to experimental error. Thus we conclude ·that the above form of 

J~ is inadequate. 

Any attempt at more detailed analysis of the zero-field spectra -vmuld 

be pointless in view of the large experimental linewidths and the multiplicity 

of parameters involved. We shall, however, extract three parameters from these 

spectra. The isomer shift, BE = +0.038 em/sec, is relatively independent of 

the finer details of the spectruin, and is probably valid. The total splitting, 
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L 729 em/sec, between the outer lines is relatively insensitive to A = E/D and 

almost completely insensitive to P and Tj in the range of interest for FA. 

In Ref. 7 we found A = 0.25±0.04. The ratio (total splitting between centers 

of gravity of outer doublets)/(total splitting arising frol!l Hhf in a diagonal 

representation in which (S ) = 5/2) varies from 0.925 for A = 0.21 to 0.958 for . z 

A = 0.29. We thus may de
1

rive a Hhf for the diagonal representation of 

!Hhfj = 571±10 kgauss from the observed splitting and this range of A• 

B. hfs in an External. Field, 

The applic'ation of an external magnetic tield leads in general to a much 

more complicated picture for the hyperfine interactions. However, because 

gL(3H >> D,E at fields of the order of 20 kOe, the j SM) states are effectively 

quantized along the external field direction. Thus, although polycrystalline 

samples were employed, at' high fields the electrOl1iC Zeeman pattern is expected 

to be independent of the 6rientation of a particular crystallite relaiive fo the 

field direction. The hfs will show an effective field pattern for ea.ch appre

ciably populated level, with hyp~rfine fields proportional. to (S) for the par-

ticular state. 

·The overall Zeeman splitting is "'l0°K andwith a separation of the two 

lower·levels of -2°K, we expect, at l°K, a superpositiOn of only two effective 

field patterns. One corresponds to a field of (5/2)(220) 8'! 550 kOe, the other 

. ·to (3/2)(220) 8'!330 kOej. where we us·e the conversion factor of220, for the 

hyperfine field per spin expectation value, typical of paramagnetic high spin 

Fe3+.
23 

.For each electronic level the relative intensities of the hfs are 

.• 
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3:4:1:1:4:3. This approximation assumes pure IM,m) states and any observed de-

viations are measures of the validity of the approximation. 

In Fig. 3 there are eight lines at the' lowest temperaturej the six in-

tense lines arise from the ground electronic substate IM = -5/2), and the two 

least intense lines come from the next electronic substate, IM = -3/2). The 

latter two lines correspond to the pair with relative intensity 4 noted above, 

as illustrated in Fig. 9. The effective fields (uncorrected for the applied 

field) for the two hfs patterns are 535 and 329 kOej their ratio is 0.62 com-

pared with 0.60 expected for the high field Zeeman limit. A forced fit of these 

18 kG data to an effective field Hamiltonian yields very good agreement between 

the field determined from the ground state alone, 532 kG, and that determined 

from the excited state alone, 536 kG. This is expected if the a'bove discussion 

of the origins of the hyperfine pattern is correct. If the (weighted) effective 

field of 535 kG is taken as negative and is corrected for the applied field of 

18 kgauss (at l.0°K the polycrystalline sample is polarized sufficiently that 

the two fields can be taken as collinear), we find Hhf = -553 kgauss, in excel-

, . 23 3+ 
lent agreement with the value -550 kG for the Fe ion obtained from double 

resonance. 

Analysis of the low temperature data of Fig. 2 showed that an appre-

ciable quadrupole splitting is present in FA. However, we find that this 

effect decreases. from P = 0.037 em/sec to 0.009 em/sec on addition of an 

.external field of 18 kOe (Fig. 3). In the polycrystalline absorber in zero 

·. ~ ·~ 

field, we had HeffiiPj hm:rever, with the polarizing field present ifeff is now 

parallel to \. The relative orientation of ~and ifeff becomes random provided 

~ 
P arises from the environment of the ion rather than from its spin. This 
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2 
effects a.n averaging of P(3 cos 8-l) over 0 :::_ e :::_ 7Tj this average vanishes and 

the apparent quadrupole coupling from this source will decrease, although some 

broadening.remains. This broadening is evidently offset in large measure by 

the sharpening of the lines due to an increase of the relaxation times in the 

presence of the field. The observed behavior thus establishes that at least the 

3+ 
major part of the EFG does indeed arise from the environment of theFe ion, 

rather than being associated with the spin. 

VI. RELAXATION· E-FFECTS 

Recently a number of observations of paramagnetic hyperfine structure 

- 4-6,24,~5 - . 
have been reported. In general these results are typified by a 

nuclear resonance pattern whose shape depends rather critically on the rate 

-of electronic relaxation processes that are responsible for the magnetic 

hyperfine .fields at the nucleus.
26 

Here we describe a simple approximation 

that is sufficient to describe several import?nt features of such spectra. 

·Since our first calculations of relaxation spectra
27 

a number of discussions 

h. d h" .h t t th bl f . · · · t · 28 -3l Of ave appeare w .lc rea e pro em rom varlous vlewpoln s. course 

the results of these theories agree well in limittng cases with the simple ap-

proach sketched below. 

From the nuclear standpoint_; relaxation effect9 arise from (random) 

fluctuations of the internal fields which are assumed to be of electronic 

origin. In FA the electric fields arise from extraionic charge distributions 

that are not expected to fluctuate j_n a manner directly affecting the nucleus. 

For t.hjs rc-~ar;on we:;. ar:.snme that the fluctuattng fields at the nucleu.s are solely 
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of magnetic origin. The simplest case is a nucleus exposed to a hyperfine mag

netic field~= (o,o±H) directed along the z-axis, but which at a given instant 

of time may have one of two possible polarities. As discussed in some detail 

above, this requires a specific form of hyperfine interaction. For simplicity 

.we consider only an isolated electronic doublet vith effective spin l/2. As a 

general criterion for the hyperfine field R, ve noted that it is sufficient to 

have the relations among the principal values of the effective hyperfine tensor: 

A >> A =A = 0. For example, the [M = ±5j2) and [M = ±3j2) states in axial 
Z X y 

symmetry (Fig. 7, /1. = 0) satisfy this criterion. Of immediate relevance here, 

hovever, is that the ground Kramers doublet in FA also satisfies the criterion· 

as shmm in Fig. 7 for ;, "' 0.25. 

For such cases one identifies the operator (A/ gNi3N)S
2 

-vri th an effective 

field as above. It follovs that the [+5/2) state, for example, implies a field 

-vrith polarity opposite to that of the [-5/2) state. Thus, the forbidden tran

sitions from the I +5/2) to [-5/2) levels vould result in a reversal of the field 

at the nucleus. In the folloving, ve consider a crystal field doublet [±) vhich 

in general need not be an angular momentum eigenstate, but has A
2 

>>Ax' Ay; it 

is obvious that 

(+[s [+) 
z 

-(-\S \-) 
z 

(15) 

thus the remarks on field polarity remain valid. However, transitions between 

the electronic states are no longer forbidden, and it is within the context of 

·such transitions that the resultant change in Mtlssbauer resonance spectra may 

be discussed. The nuclear energy levels associated with the [+)and \-) levels 
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are given by the level s~heme of Fig. 10. The effect of the electronic (relax-

ation) transition I+) ~ 1-) is to change the "low energy" nuclear transition 

+ 
m. to the high energy transition m.. Notice that 6mi = 0 during the electronic 

l l 

process. It is not really necessary to specify the relaxation mechanism in 

detail) since we are only considering the effect at the nucleus of an el~ctronic 

transition. It is sufficient to characterize the process I+) ~ 1-) by a char-

acteristic time T which will be the mean "spin-flip" lifetime) of the level I+) 
e 

or 

as 

I 
-l 

-). This could occur via dipolar relaxation and the parameter T would vary 
e 

2 effect 
I (+IS+ 1-) I . Since the M8ssbauer/ yields a measurement of the energy levels 

associated vlith the scala,r interaction AI·S "" it·if it is clear that either of eff) 

21 27 
the static level schemes will produce the same resonance pattern. ) It is 

+ 
also clear that if the transitions m. ~m~ occur many times within the nuclear 

l l 

·lifetime) no net internal field will be found since the time average (S ) then 
1 · Z 

vanishes. These two limiting cases correspond respectively to a resolved six-

line hyperfine pattern) and to a single unsplit line. The rough criteria for 

resolved hyperfine structure are simply 
-] 

Te) TN ~ ~ -) where m
1 

and TN are 

respectively the Larmer precession frequency and mean life of the first excited 

state. Such criteria of course follow directly from the uncertainty principle. 

It is interesting now to note that the M8ssbauer conditions described 

above share the essential features of an already existing model describing the 

effects of proton exchange in nuclear magnetic resonance. The phenomenological 

model for proton exchange employs the modified Bloch equations)
32;33 whose sol-

h 
. 34 

utions ave been glven. In the following we show how these solutions may be· 

applied to the M8ssbauer case and easily interpreted in terms of the relaxation 

process discussed above. In the simple case we have considered) pairs of the 
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12 allowed transitions shown in Fig. 10 are related and become interchanged in 

" energy after a spin-flip, i.e., a relaxation event. The related pairs are those 

with equal intensity, and if we focus our attention on a single nuclear transi-

tion the change in field polarity may be viewed as a random frequency modulation 

of the resonance transition. Once a pair of frequencies are available for a 

given M8ssbauer transition, it is necessary to determine the M8ssbauer spectrum 

for this transition as a function of the relaxation rate between them. 

-,---7 

The response G of the system is required such that the ~esonance absorp-

tion I(m) is given by I(m) = ReGor ImG. Since relaxation is occurring, ITwill 

·have a time dependence and will depend on the. number of frequencies available 

to a particular transition . .In the simple two-frequency problem they are'denoted 

by rnA and mB. What is needed is a set of rate equations for a system possessing 

two such resonant frequencies. For these we take the modified Bloch equations 

34 . h -c) -c) + G=' in the rotating frame, wlt G = GA B 

dGA -1 -l 
dt. + aAGA -ii + TB GB - TA -GA 

A 
·_ (l6a) 

dGB 
+ aBGB -ii + 

-l ... l 
dt 

T G TB G 
B A A B 

(l6b) 

These are simple coupled differential equations with 

( 17~) 

(l7b) 
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expressing the fixed frequencies and natural line widths .of the resonances at 

(j)A and WBj we will assume rA and rB to be equal and denote this width by r. 

The quantities IA and IB in the NMR case are proportional to magnetization in 

'the rotating frame times the rf magnetic field inducing NMR transitions, and tO 

the relative probability of the frequencies rnA and wB. The analog for the 

M8ssbauer case would be the electromagnetic multipole operator inducing the 

-y-ray transition, and of course the relative probability of two related fre-

+ -
quencies, say w. and m:. The intensity factor is therefore simply given by the 

l l 
± 

square of the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the .transitions w.. We 
l 

· . any difference in populations over the hyperfine + _ 
neglect/lev. els and. in the absence of any external field, w. and w. are equally 

l l . . 

probable. This need not be true in general however, and the relative poj;mla-

tions are commonly denoted pA and pB. These correspond to the relative ·prob

abilities Of the two possible field polarities. For our case pA and pB are 

taken equal, and IA and IB are equal to the relative intensity of the lines 

at rnA and wB, in the limit of slow relaxation. For example, if rnA and wB cor

+ 
respond to wi and w~, then IA =.IB = 3, for a polycrystalline absorber. The 

-1 
parameter TB gives the probability per unit time of a transition from wB to wA. 

-1 -1 
We could write pEA -rB similarly pAB = -rA . We require the steady state 

·solutions where GA 

PA = ( TA )/ ( TA +-rB), and PB = l - pA. Taking pA = pB is equivalent, in steady 

state, to TA = -rB. The solutions to Eq. (16) are given by 

I(m) Im(G) ( 18) 
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where 

T(r
2 

- [!(m +m 
2 l 2 

(l9a) p - w] + 4(w -CD ) } + r 
2 A B A B 

Q T[~(wA +wB) - w - ~(pA -pB)(illA -illB)]. (l9b) 

l . l 
( l9c) R [ -( w +w ) - w ]( l +2 Tf) + -{ p -p ) ( w -w ) 

2 A B 2 A B A·B 

These solutions may now be immediately adapted to the effective-field 

problem. Notice that in fact there are six independent allowed M8ssbauer tran-

sitions) and hence six pairs of related frequencies. In our simple example) 

+ ± 
w~ and m

7 
. behave in the same manner) so it is sufficient to consider only 

l -l 

+ 
w~) i = l) 2) 3. The unperturbed -y-ray energy ma:y be set equal to. zero and the 

l 

. ± ± ± 
frequencies w

1
) ill

2
) and w

3 
are obtained from Table I. The relative intensities 

+ + + 
of w~) w;) ~are 3:2:1. The total intensity is written as a sum Df three sets 

of solutions to Eq. (16) for the three relative intensities just mentioned. 

The total intensity is 

3 
2:: 

i=l 
. (20) 

· Spectra based .on these solutions are given in Fig .. 11.) using a Hamiltonian 

of the fotm of Equation (14), with H = 550 kOe. 
eff 

The differential 

broadening of the pairs of related transitions is made obvious by plotting 

is 
the components I

1
) I

2
) and I

3
. This/the origin of asymmetric broadening of 

28 35 
quadrupole spectra and. has been discussed separately. ) 

I 

Further unusual 

effects arising from different population factors) pA and pB) will be given 
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Comparison of Fig. ll and Fig. 2 establishes an effective relaxation 

is 
time of ' = 0.1 jJ.sec for the ground doublet. This/ a zero-fi'=·ld estimate of the 

.relaxation rate and the data in Fig. 3 shows clearly that a magnetic field 

leads to a splitting of the electronic levels and to a reduction in the overlap 

of. the hyperfine levels relative to the zero field situation. For each temper-

ature relaxation in a field of ~10 kOe tends to be slower than in zero field. 

Studies in a similar system (N benzoyl-ferrioxa:tnine B) as a function of external 

field have shown explicitly this decrease in relaxation rate as a function of 

external field. Details of these effects will be published separately. 

Returning to Fig. 2, it is evident that,fi.S the temperature is raised, 

higher doublets are populated and a diffuse contri'bution to the spectrum causes 

the hyperfine spectrum to "sag'\ On subtracting the cpmputed relaxation spec-

trum for the lowest doublet from the observed data, we find a diffuse broad 

resonance similar to the
1
300°K.spectrum. The origin of this resonance is the 

middle doublet, which should have a much shorter effective relaxation time.than 

the upper or lower doublet since dipolar relaxation will probably dominate and 

l<+ls+·i->1 is appreciabl~ here. On the other hand the upper doublet satisfies 

th~ effective field criteria (Fig. ]), and would cptitribute an effective field 

·pattern similar to the ground doublet, but it is not populated at temperatures 

for which relaxation times are long. 

Finally we note that the comments above concerning the relaxation model 

may be slightly generalized in a simple way. We associated with each elec;tronic 

level a single hyperfine field and for a doublet there are two absorption fre:.. 
r 
' 

quencies. Upon application of a magnetic field the crystal field levels are 

spH:t and each level can yield a different hyperfine field. If all three 
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Kramers' doublets are split then one has six frequencies to consider for each 

M8ssbauer transition, and a more general set of coupled equations are required; 

these are
32 

G + a G 
n n n 

-ii + ~ (P G - P G ) 
n k kn n nk k 

(21) 

A steady-state form of these equations may be written as a matrix and solutions 

obtained by computer techniques. 

In conclusion, we point out that the explicit calculation of the transi-

tion probability fo'r general cases does not appear an easy task at this 'time. 

For FA, with the restriction to the ground doub~et, the matrix elements of 

(+\s+\-) can be calculated, and they give a simple interpretation for the 

I+) ~ 1-) type of relaxation. 
27 

This, however, is an extremely simple case. 

When considering relaxation in the presence of a field, the composition of the 

' 
electronic wave function may change and the P .. now depend on the field value. 

lJ ' 

Hyperfine mixing will also occur, so that finally P .. is functionally dependent 
lJ 

on a least 5 independent variables. 
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Line no. 

Field 

zero 

18 
kgauss 

l 

-7.97 

-92 .I+ 

-8.17 

-94.8 

Table I. 

2 

-4.85 

-56.3 

-4.72 

-54.8 
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Line positions 

2' ,3 

-1.18 

-13.7 

-3.54 -1.07 

-41.1 -12.4 

UCRL-16669 

for FA at loK.a 

4 5' 5 6 

1.33 4.97 9.32 

15.4 57.7 108.3 

1.60 2.66 5.21· 9.04 

18.6 66.2 105.0 

a I + I Doppler velocities in mm sec .. Accuracy is -0.05 mm sec; also given below are 

the positions in Me/sec. 
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Table II. Fe
57 

transition energies ur:ider the Hamiltonian 

Ji = A S I + A S I + A S I , "\vi th S = ll 2. 
Z Z Z X X X y y y 

Line 
number 

N 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

EN, for 

. A =A =Oa 
X y 

~A I 
l 

4 z - 4Az 

( 

t 
lE4 

Energies for 

A >>A =A b 
Z X y 

~A I 3A 21A 
2 X 4 X Z 

+ ~A 2 - 3A 21A 
2 X 4 X Z 

- A 
X 

+A 
X 

-~A I 

2 X 

+~A I 

2.x 

- A 112 + 
3 

A 
2 I A 

X 4 X Z 

- A 
X 

+ A 
X 

E + 3ft. 2/A 
5 J+ X Z 

Energies for 

A >>A >A c,d 
z X y 

El - p 

El 
+ p 

E2 - M - p 

E2 + M + p 

JE3 - N - p 

l E3 - N + p 

r3 
+ N - p 

E3 + N + p 

r4 
- M - Q 

E4 - M + Q 

r4 
+ M - Q 

E4 + M + Q 

r5 
- N - Q 

·E + ·N + Q 
5 

r6- Q 

. E + Q 
6 

i?,A_'l_._\ A A I 1 d t ).. ] 1 'I p . f' t ' t t ], \,., _. aJove eno e.aus0 .. 11.~e va .. ues ... :n.mes i~e:er -o grounc~. s:.a·e .. •or 

arrnnrdng ikceording to ~.:::nen.:~Y, A Via:,; tal\t:m pos:i.t:i.ve ( n.egat:i.ve) iu t.!Je exe:Lted 
(ground) state. 

b,ro terms of order Ax 2 I Az. · 

cTo terms of order AxjAy· 
d l .. · l 
-'M =-.: -

2 
(A +A ) , N = -

2 
(A -A ) , 

X y X y 
Q = ~ (A I ~A I ) • 

'+ X y 
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FIGURE CAPI'IONS 

Fig. l. The structural formula of ferrichrome A. The six oxygens nearest iron 

atom actually form a distorted octahedron. 

Fig. 2. M8ssbauer spectra of a FA absorber, taken against a source of co
57 

in 

0 
Pd, at various temperatures between 0.98 and 300 K. At the highest tempera-

ture the hfs pattern collapses into a single, non-Lorentzian line. This 

lineshape is explained theoretically in Sec. VI: it can be obtained from 

the Bloch equations. The thick absorber produces a deviation of the inten-

sity ratj_os from 3:2:1:1:2:3 at lowest temperature. 

Fj_g. 3. M8ssbauer spectra as in Fig. 2, but with an external magnetic field 

of 18 kG applied perpendicular to -y-ray beam. Electronic relaxation rate j_s 

decreased, as expected, j_n this field. Curves represent least-squares fits 

for eight .Lorentzians of equal width. Theoretical explanation of these 

curves is given. in Sec. V.B, and Fig. 9. 

Fig. 4. Spectrum of a magnetically dilute sample of FA, consisting of 0.1 M 

frozen ethanol solution, at 4.2°K. Dipole-dipole (T
2

) relaxation is 

strikingly slowed·by dilution, as expected (compare middle curve of Fig. 2), 

but immediate environment of iron atom vithin FA molecule is unaffected. 

Note quadrupole effects on spacing of four outer lines, as in Fig. 2. 

Nearby spins in solution still tend to diagonalize ~mhf' but lower in

tensity of line 2 (near -0.5 em/sec) relative to line 5 may be first indi-

cation of the emergence of sixteen-line zero-field spectrum illustrated in 

Figs. 5 and ·6, for the case A >>A ,A . Linewidths are -0.05 em/. sec. 
y Z X 

Fig. 5. Leve:L structure and -y-ray transitions (relative intensities given 

across top) for a Kramers doublet j_n 57Fe3+ under the Hamiltonian 

A S I + A S I + A S I . 
Z Z Z X X X y y y 
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Fig. 6. Expected M8ssbauer spectra for levels shown in Fig. 5. The lower 

spectra should be present in very dilute paramagnets. 

Fig. 7. Principle values of the. effective hyperfine tensors for the three 

6 
Kramers doublets formed from s

512 
under the Hamiltonian 

+ E( S~-S~) + A~· T, plotted against A. = E/D. Note that all of the cases 

discussed in Sec. IV.B are found here. 

Fig. 8. Exact calculated curves of MBssbauer absorption spectra expected for 

Fe
57 

in the three Kramers doublets produced from 
6s

5
/

2 
by J:! = 

D[S
2
-(l/3)S(S+l)] + E(S

2
-S

2
) + Aif·T, for various values of A.= EjD. 

Z · · X y 

Notation of labels is (value ·of t...L (number of doublet). See Fig. 7. 

Zero-velocity point and relative scale are shown on each spectrum. The 

scale used for these calculated spectra corresponds to a Hhf for 

(s) 3+ 
5/2 of 355 kG, rather than the value 550 kG usually found in Fe . 

All the limiting cases shown in Figs. 5 and 6 and discussed in Sec. V.B 

·are found here. 

Fig. 9· Origin of spectra shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 9(a): At left is shown the 

removal of sixfold electronic degeneracy in 
6s

512 
by polarizing field Hp. 

Simultaneous diagonalization of AS·I gives Hhf = 220 (Sz) l~G in each elec

.tronic substate. Corresponding transverse Fe 57 spectra are shown at right. 

Fig. 9(b): MBssbauer absorption spectra expected when all Sz levels are 

equally populated (g~m <<kT) and when lowest level is dominant (g~H = kT). 
p 

These two spectra were obtained from those in Fig. 9(a) by appropriate 

\veigh~ing and using Lorentz .lines. Agreement is excellent vri th top. and 

bottom experimental spectra in Fig. 3, considering thick,.absorber effects 

in latter. 

· .. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of electron relaxation on hyperfine component in M8ssbauer 

t f .Fe57. spec ra o Consider the (I,m
1 

= l/2, -l/2,) to (I,m
1 

= 3/2, -3/2) 

component, to illustrate the effect of relaxation. For electron spin up 

( 
+ ( . 

left), this is a low-energy transition, w
1 

appearing along with ·the com-

portent wE) in "line l) of the 6-line. spectrum. Spin flip increases the 

transition energy, as the hyperfine field is now reversed, and component 

w~ becomes w~ (with the same nuclear quantum numbers), appearing now in 

line 6 of the six-line spectrUm. Rapid relaxation causes the hyperfine 

field to average to zero, and the six lines merge into one. 

Fig. ll. Relaxation spectra for the FA pattern, H ff = 550 kOe. 
. e 

Transitions 

± ± ± 
w

1
,
6 

in 'Fig. 10 are represented by curves 1
1

, w
2

..,
5 

by curve 1
2 

and w
3

, 4 by 

curve 1
3

. The total M8ssbauer pattern is the superposition of the three 

components which were drawn separately to emphasize the differential rate 

of collapse. Comparison with data gives an estimate of relaxation rate. 

Note that the three spectra for the three shortest relaxation times exhibit 

the asymmetric broadening of the doublet arising from quadrupole splitting 

of the excited state. 
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